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Introduction 

Instead of me constantly trying to explain where I’m coming from whenever I write my articles, why not just 

assume my audience understands that and write the articles in a much simpler way?  All the articles will have a 

introductory disclosure that requires that the reader must first understand said template and the motivation 

behind creating the said template. 

Just like any template, it’s simpler because you already have a framework that your operating with. 

IReligion.io 

public IMarsingArticleTemplate<TMat_10_34> Mat_10_34 { get; set; } 

… 

How would I rewrite the article (#1530) using the Marsing Templated Approach. First I need to create the 

template. 

http://twitter.com/JohnMarsing
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How would I rewrite the article (#1530) using the Marsing The Template 

ToDo:  

- go through the Marsings-Rules-and-Key-Definitions and scavenge from it and/or compare to it 

- How would you codify this i.e. enhance with  

- Think about how to present this e.g.  

o Venn diagram of terms  

o tree hierarchy 

o Math expressions  

o Folders and Tags 

-  

Salvation 

TH1C (Two House One Covenant) 

Jacob’s Trouble (the actual biblically defined problem???) 

Worship (is an outcome of your goals which are to seek blessings and be blessed) 

Jurisdiction 

Role Nation of Priest and Kings 

TGC (Torah Gated Community 

Peace Agreement 

Authority 

Attitude (boldness based on my faith) vs. pathetic (hiding behind abstractions) 

Higher Order of Agreements 

Contracts  Covenants 
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